
Anthropology. - The Anthropology of Mesopotamia and Persia. 
A.: Armenians. Khaldeans. Suriani (or Aissari) . and Christian 
"Arabs" from Irak . By Dr. HARALD KRISCHNER and Mrs. M. 
KRISCHNER. (American University of Beirut. Syria) 1) . (Com
municated by Prof. C. U . ARIËNS KAPPERS.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27, 1932.) 

In this part of our report on the anthropology of Mesopotamia and 
Persia we shall deal with the I.w. indices of the above mentioned groups. 
as they are best considered together. 

For this study we measured 363 Armenians. 197 Khaldeans (or 
Haldians ), 84 Suriani (or Aissori) and 182 Christian "Arabs" Erom 
Irak, 826 individuals , alltogether. 

Although the Armenians referred to in this paper were measured in 
North and Middle Persia largely, whereas the other groups mentioned in 
the title were studied in Northern Mesopotamia, we consider these groups 
together on account of their ra cia I relation and because the spread and 
mutual relation of interesting elements in the population of the Near~East 
is best demonstrated in this way. 

From former publications on the anthropology of the Armenians it 
appeared that this people chiefly contains two cephalic groups, intimately 
~ixed . CHANTRE'S curve ~ ) of 341 Armenians (297 male:s and 44 
females :5 ) shows two peaks - one at 84 and one at 86. Similarly 
KAPPERS' curve 4) of 136 Armenians (97 males and 39 females) shows 
a peak at 83-83.9 and another at 86-86.9 5) . BUNAK'S skull index 

1) This paper and the following ones are an account of bhe anthropological investigations 
made by Dr. HARALD KRiSCHNER and Mrs. M. KRiSCHNER of the American University 
of Beirut in the swnmer of 1931. Soon after their return in Beirut, September 1931. Prof. 
HARALD KRISCHNER died. That his death is not only a great loss to the pathological 
department of the Unive~sity but also to anthropology appears from the enormous amount 
ot carefully registered and exactly calculated data he and Mrs. KRISCHNER gathered . 
It was his and his wife 's wish -that I should work out the result of their investigations. 
So whatever mistakes there may be in the conclusions, they are my fault . - KAPPERS. 

2) E . CHANTRE. Recherches anthropologiques dans l'Asie occidentale. Arch. du musewn 
d'histoire naturelle de Lyon, Tome VI. 1895. 

3) We call the attention of the reader of CHANTRE's excellent work to a misprint on 
p. 65, where five Armenians from Cesarea are registered as women, while it appears from 
their position as weil as from CHANTRE's text (p. 49) that they are men. 

1) C. U. ARIËNS KAPPERS. Contributions to the anthropology of the Near-East. N0. \. 
The Armenian skull and brain. These Proceeding's Vol. 33, 1930. - and N°. VI Greeks 
and Turks. These Proceedings Vol. 34, 1931. p. \088. 

:0) Even the only 21 Armenians measured by VON ERCKERT, when arranged in a curve, 
show two peaks, one at 84 and one at 87; cJ. his paper : Kopfmessungen Kaukasischer 
Völker. Arch . f. Anthropologie, Bnd. 19, 1891. p. 242. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXV. 1932. 
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Fig. I . The st rong continuous line shows the indices of. OUT male Armenians 
from Tabriz. the dotted line those of other male Armcnians in North Persia . 
The line gives the indices of the male Armenians measured by KAPPERS. 

the highest curve those measured by CHANTRE. 
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curve j) (cf . 7, p. 86, l.c. infra) shows peaks at 82 and 85, which 
correspond with a head index of about 83 and 86. 

In fig. 1 we reproduce CHANTRE 'S and KAPPERS curves leaving out the 
females. From th is it appears that among the males in both curves th ere 
are two peaks , a subbrachycephalic peak at 83- 84 and a hyperbrachy
cephalic peak at 86, and tha t the latter peak is the most outstanding one. 

We found similar relations in Tabriz, near Lake Urmiah, the very 
centre of old Armenia (major) . 

In the same figure we reproduce in astrong line the indices of our 34 
male Armenians from Tabriz:!) . In this curve again a subbrachycephalic 
(84) and a hyperbrachycephalic peak occur of which the hyper
brachychephalic one (in this case the 87 index) is again most outstanding 
and most sharply defined . 

This seems to show th at with the male Armenians the 86-87 index 
is the most typical one, while the next typical one is the 84 index. 

With the Armenian women ma tters are different (c.f. fig . 2) . Only 
with the 23 women we measured at Tabriz hyperbrachycephalic indices 
prevail. With 20 Armenian women we measured at some other places the 
subbrachychephalic indices (especially 82) are more conspicuous, and if 
we consider the combined curves of all our women (43) and those 
examined by CHANTRE (44) and KAPPERS ( 35) we again find the 82- 84 
peak prevailing . 

How to explain the difference between the male and female curves? 
The fact that the numerical relation between the subbrachycephalics 

and hyperbrachycephalics thus differs in males and females , makes it 
probable that the two peaks are of a different origin. CHANTRE already 
emphasised that with his 44 women the average index was less than with 
his men and the same is mentioned by KAPP ERS. The former au thor was 
inclined to accept that th is might be due to a different degree of compress
ion of the occiput by the Armenian cradle 3) , which compression according 
to CHANTRE is more efficiently practised with boys than with girls . Thc 
evidence for this does not seem to have been sufficiently proved 4). Besides 
it would be strange that - if the 86-87 index, prevailing with men, were 
caused by such an artificial compression - th is compression should so 

I) V . BUN AK. Crania a rmenica. Untersuchungen ;z:ur Anthropologie Vorder-Asiëns. 
Moscow 1927. In his curve no distinction between malI's and females is made. 

2) Forty other male Armenians from various places in North-Persia are registered in 
the dotted curve. They are apparent'l y more mixl'd wi th th l' Wi'stern Caucasian type 
(Homo georgianus of HADDON ). 

3) For a dl's cription of an Armenian cradll' and its USI' SI'I' H . VIRCHOW. Zeitschr. f. 
E thnologie , Jahrg . 56, 1924, p. 208. 

4) We havl' to add here that CHANTRE found a much grea ter difference between the 
average female and male Armenian index than we or KAPPERS did . Thls is a pparently 
due to the fact that among CHA NTRE's fema le "Armenians" there we re some probably 
Kurdish women. with a 79 index (see his curve in fig . 2) , - which lowers the average 
considerably . 

14* 
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constantly result in an index of 86- 87. Such aresuIt - if artificial -
might be explained only if 86- 87 index indicated a fairly constant limit 
in the possibility of compression (its maximum) . an assumption for which 
there is no reason. 
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Fig. 2. -- i3 female Armenians measured by CHANTRE. --- 35 female 

Armenlans measured by KAPPERS. -,-.- our 65 female Armenians. 

Besides Ba AS 1) who examined Armenians. born in America wi~h whom the Armenian 
cradIe was not used says (l.c. p. 81) about these children : " doch fjndet sich dabei auch 
eine beträchtliche Zahl planokzipitaler Individuen. deren Köpfe nicht künstlich abgeplattet 
sind ; m.a.W .: d ie Behandlung des Kindes verstärkt planokzipitalen Charakter. der aber 
auch ohne dlese Ursache ziemlich oft in Erscheinung tritt" . 

T he fact demonstrated by V ON L USC HAN 2) and confirmed by 
KAPPER S 3) that with the Anatolian male as w eIl as female Turks the 86-
87 index predominates. furthermore its striking constancy next to the 
83 index peak with the Armenian mal es pleads for a natural i.e. hereditary 

1) BaAS. Bemerkungen zur Ant,hropometer der Armenier. Zeitschrift für Ethnologie 
Jathrg . 56 1924. p. 7i. 

2) V a N LUSCHAN. Völker. Rassen u. Sprachen. Berlin 1922, 

Contributions to bhe Anthropology of the Near-East. N°. VI Greeks and Turks. 
These Proceedings V ol. 3i. 1931. 
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cause of both indices and makes it possible that the subbrachycephalic 
index occurring with both male and female Armenians is due to an 
admixture with another race. of which more females than mal es are taken 
up in the Armenian complex . 

This is the more probable sin ce the Armenians are a Caucasian people 
and with several other groups in the Caucasus the 82--84 index prevails. 
especially with the Kartvelian (Georgian-Circassian) race (c.f. VON 

ERCI<ERT l.c. supra) . Similarly. as the women of this race are greatly 
appreciated in Turkey. it would not be strange if they also had given a 
racial component to the Armenians. the heredity of which may appear 
more in the female fine than in the male 1). 

Another possible explanation not involving an admixture with another race wou1d be 
given by the asswnption that the average female index witbin this same race is a good 
deal lower than the average male index. Although in most races the female index is larger 
than the male. there are Ilot so fcw races with which the female index is smaller. as 
appears from the list of indices published by R. MARTIN in his "Anthropologie" Bnd. 11. 
p. 774- 778 1928. In connection with our case it is interesting th at this seems to occur 
especially with brachycephalic races. Among the 9 dolichocephBlic 'groups of which the 
index of both sexes is mentionoo by MARTIN only in one 'group the female index is 
smaller. while in eight groups it is larger than the male index. Besides in the first case 
the deficit of the female is only 0.2. while tbe average excess in favour of the female 
in the eight other groups is much more considerable. (1.25). 

With 28 mesocephalic groups (75.9-81) of which the index of both sexes is mentioned 
the sexual rela-tion is different. In 16 groups the female index is smaller. (average 0.88). 
in twelve only it is la rger 2 ) on (average of \.19). AlI:hough with the 31 brachycephalic 
groups of which MARTIN mentions ~he index of both sexes the number of the groups 
(13. excluding the Armenians) in which the female index is smaller. is not as large as 
with the mesocephalics. the average of their index deficit is larger. viz. 1.51. thus being 
larger than the average excess of the male index in the other 18 brachycephalic groups 
(0.85 only) . With some groups (the Kirghese) the female index deficit is even 3.1. 

As for these cases MARTIN does not suspect another racial admixture as a cause of 
this phenomenon it should make us careful in doing so with -the Armenians. A reason 
why we nevertheless have to consider the possibility of various racial admixtures lies 
in bhe fact that with Armeno-Khaldean males both peaks. the 83.5 and the 87.5. occur 
and besides with some groups (the Anatolian Turks) the subbraohycephalic 83 peak 
disappears and wi·th others the ·hyperbrachycephalic index disappears also with the males. 
as will be shown in our next paper. - MARTIN's statement that on the whole the 
variability of the index is greater wi·th males than with females is no suffident 
explanation (I.c. p. 785). -

That the Armenians have mixed with neighbouring races also appears 
from the mesocephalic (index 79) apparently Kurdish admixture among 
CHANTRE'S female Armenians (fig. 2). The occurrence of this mesocephalic 
index among the Armenians is no reason to accept an original mesocephalic 

1 ) Not always though. as with our Armenian women from Tabriz the majority was 
h yperbrac h ycep halic. 

~) This varies a good deal though with the Dutoh FRETS found an excess of thc 
female index = I. See Genetica Vol. IV. p. 481 - 534 and the cephalic index and its 
heredity by the same author (NljHOFF. The Hague. 1925) . 
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stock among the Armenians (as GI UFFRIDA RUGGERI1) assumes). Also 
BUNAK 2) states (l.c . p. 230) that R UGGERJ' s dolichokran type is hardly 
present (fast nicht vertreten) amongst his material. 

The influence of an alien mesocephalic admixture on the Armenians is 
still more obvious if we examine our Armenians of middle Persia. 
especially those living near Isphahan . 

More than three centuries ago Abbas the Great (1586-1628) 
established an Armenian colony near his capital Isphahan. As most of 
these Armenians came from old Julfa . the exquisite Armenian centre near 
Tabriz. this colony was called New-Julfa . In this place we measured 174 
male and 62 female Armenians. measuring in addition 6 male and 3 female 
Armenians living in Isphahan proper. Fig. 3a shows the curve of the 
180 men . Here again the two Armenian peaks are striking. the 83- 84 peak 
as weIl as the 87 peak but also here the latter is the most outstanding one. 

In contradistinction. however. to the male Armenians measured by 
KAPPERS and our Armenians from Tabriz th ere is a very outstanding 
78-79. especially 78 peak among the New Julfa Armenians . 

This peak is apparently due to Persian admixture. the 78 index being 
the most frequent one with the Persian males in Isphahan . as will be proved 
in a following paper dealing with the indices of more than a thousand 
Persians. 

In his first contribution to the anthropology of the Near-East (I.c. p. 795) KAPPERS 
a lready alluded to this on account of the measurements of 5 Armenians Erom Isphahan. 
'I of which ,had the same ave rage index as his Persians from Isphahan. only one having 
kept a hyperbrachycephalic index. 

With 62 Armenian Eemales Erom New-Julfa and 3 from Isphahan 
(fig. 3b) we again find the Armenian peak at 83 and a hyperbrachyce
phalic one at 87-89. but also here in addition to these peaks there are a 
good many lower indices. especially a 80 peak . This also indicates local 
admixture. since. as will be shown in a Eollowing paper. also with the 
Persian women from Isphahan an 80 peak is quite obvious. 

An interesting fact. however. is that among the brachycephalic female 
New-Julfa Armenians the subbrachycephalic (83) peak is again more 
outstanding than the hyperbrachycephalic 3 ) one. as was a lso found with 

I) GIUFFRIDA RUGOERI. Contributo all ' antropologia fisica delle regioni dinariche e 
danubiane edelI ' Asia anteriore. Arch . per la Antropologia e la Etnologia Vol. 38. 1908. 
p. 127. As remarked by KAPPERS. RUOOERJ's statement is based on skulls collected by 
WEISBACH round the sea of Marmara. which is not at all an Armenian territory. 

2) V. BUNAK. Crania Armenica. Untersuchungen zur Anthropologie Vorder-Asiëns, 
Moscow 1927 (Russian with Germ'an résumé) . 

!I ) This is not so convincing in New-Ju\fa though, since with the Armenian women 
in New-Ju\fa the hyperbrachycephalics are more spread . So we find a broader peak wUh 
the New-Ju\fa Armenian women (between 87 and 89) . - Taking all these hyperbrachy
cephalic Armenian women together they are more numerous than the subbrac-hycephalic 
women (83 index) . as also occurs in Tabriz. 
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the female Armenians measured by CHANTRE and KAPPERS, while with 
the brachycephalic men the 87 index is outstanding . 
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Fig. 3A. The cephalic indices of 174 male Armenians from New-Julfa Bnd 

6 from Isphahan. 

Before proceeding to the ot!her groups mentioned in the title we want to emphasize 
that also KOSSOVITCH 1) on account of the bloodgrouping, arrived at thc conclusion that 
there are two races among the Armenians. KOSSOVITCH (together with PAPILLAUL T) 

~tudied the Armenians from a serological and an~hropometrical stand point. They found 
the followin g figures for the bloodtype: A : 40.3; B : 16.6; AB : 6.8; 0 : 36.3 

1) KOSSOVITCH. Les groupes sanguins. Revue anthropoIogique. Annêe 41, N0. 4-6 
avriI-juin 1931, p. 131. 
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giving a Hirschfeld index of 2.01 1 ) . According to BERNSTEIN the races of these groups 
are: A : 0.282 ; B : 0.116 ; R : 0.603; p. q. r.: 1.001. 

Examining the relation of these bloodgroups in connection with their bodysize 
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Fig . 3B. The cephalic Indices of 62 fe male Armenians from New-Julfa and 3 
from Isphahan. 

KOSSOVITCH found that with the individuals with whom group A is dominant, the slze 
is under the average, whereas wi-th t.he individuals of group 0 ,the size is above the 
average. Similarly comparing the blooogroups wi~h the 'antero-posterior diameter of the 
head (there being no obvious difference for the transverse diameter) with group A the 
antero-posterior diameter is smaller, with group 0 larger. The cephalic index is Ja1"ger 
for group B, smaUer for O . 

From t·his -he concludes that groups A and B correspond to a smaller bodysize and 
more pronounced brachycephaly while group 0 corresponds to a larger bodysize and 
less pronounced brachycephaly 2) . He thus confirms that the Armenians do not form 
a homogeneous race, a faet to which also PARR 3) alludes. 

We now come to the Khaldeans, whom we measured at Tel Kaif 
(or Tel Kef; North of MosuI) and at Mosul itself. 

Historically the Khaldeans are closely related to the Armenians. 

J) These figures differ slightly from PARR's A: 46, 7; B: 12 ; AB: 12,4; 0 : 28, 3 
(index 2, 42) and ALTOUNVANS figures : A. 53 %, B. 14 % , AB. 6 %. 0.27% (index 
2.95) . ~$ PARR examined 1536 individuals, ALTOUNVAN 653 and KOSSOVITCH 380. 
PARR's p~obably are the most reliable, including the greatest number of individuals. 

2) KOSSOVITCH. Also refers to the researches made, by MVDLARSKV (Les problèmes 
sérologiques en anthropologie. Congrès de la Société d 'anthropologie, Amsterdam 1928. 
p. 437) who found that the A group corresponds with meso- and brachycephaly, narrow 
noses and faces of the Nordic type while 0 (R) corresponds to the dolichocephallc 
mediterraneans with still narrower faces and narrower noses. This, however, does not 
concern us here. 

3) L. W. PARR. BJoodstudies on peoples of Western Asia and North Africa. Am. J. 
phys. Anthrop. Vol. 16, 1931. 
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According to the Encyclopedia of the Islam t ) . Khaldea was an old name 
for the Armenian territory. 

SPElSER 2) calls the Khaldeans (or Haldians ) Urartians or proto-· 
Armenians (l.c. p. 114) and states that the ancient Khaldean language 
is related to the present Armenian as the Proto-Hittite to the Hittite 
language and forms part of .the ancient Hurrian language group. Besides 
Armenian family names (names ending in "ian") are frequently found 
among the Khaldeans. 

The number of Khaldeans hitherto measured is very smal I. Besides 
CHANTRE took them together with the Suriani (Aissori or Assyrians) and 
so did KAPPERS 3 ). The former measured 27 (males and females) the latter 
22 (males and females) of the combined groups. Both only calculated the 
average indices and found them to be hyperbrachycephalic and hypsi
cephalic, similarly as the Armenians, even slightly more so. 

Here we shall deal with the Khaldeans and Suriani (Aissori or 
Assyrians) separately. Of the former we measured 178 males (120 from 
Tel-Kaif. 58 from MosuI) and 18 females from Mosul (I from Teheran). 

Fig. 4 gives the curve of the male indices. It immediately strikes one 
that the two Armenian peaks return here, the (82- ) 83 peak and the 
86-87 peak, the latter again being the most outstanding one, as with the 
male Armenians. 

There is, however, a small additional 78 peak distinctly separated from 
the main group. 

Again we are not inclined to consider this additional mesocephalic peak 
as an indication of an originally mesocepha lic Khaldeo-Armenian 
component, but rather hold that , as with our Armenians from New-Julfa 
and with CHANTRE'S female Armenians (cf. fig. 2) . there is an admixture 
to the Khaldeans in Mosul and Tel Kaif. most likely a Kurdish one or 
one of those other 78- 79 index tribes. so frequent - especially in 
Persia 4) - and racially related to the mesocephalic Kurds . 

The number of our female Khaldeans (19) is too smaH to .give a distinct curve but 
nearly all of bhem (except only three) are brachycephalic and 7 of them ,hyperbrachy
cephalic (about 85) . About the same holds good for -(,he female Khaldeo-Suriani group. 
measured by CHANTRE and KAPPERS . If we add the fem ale Khaldeans measured by 
these authors ,to our own, the average index of the females is slightly smaller than tbe 
average index of ·the male, as is also found with the Armenians proper. This is another 
confirmation of the statement that bot,h the Armenians and Khaldeans belong to the 

1) Encyclopedia of the Islam, Bril!. Leiden. Vol. I. 19\3. A still older name may have 
been the country of Khai or Hai (g) . The Arrnenian national hymn still calls their old 
country Hajastan. the land of Hai (g) or Khai (the Kh in these transcriptions is pronounced 
as our H). 

2) SPEl SER. Mesopotamian origins. The basic population of the Near East. Univ. of 
Pennsylvania Press. Philadelphia. and Oxford University Press. London, 1930. 

3) Contributions to the Anthropology of the Near East. N°. 11 : The spread of the 
brachycephalic races. These Proceedings. Vol. 33. 1930. 

1) See our later paper (C) on bhls subject (to appear in these Proceedlngs) . 
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same stock of 83 and 86 peopJe referred to , both being loccally mixed with smaller 
groups of neighboUl"ing stocks. 
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Fig_ 4. The cephallc Indices of 120 male Khaldeans from Te! Kaif and 58 
from Mosul. 
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The number of SURIAN I (Aissori or Assyrians) we measured is only 
small : 39 mal es (34 from Mosul. 3 from Persia, 1 Erom Turkestan and 1 
from Bahshieka) and 45 females (43 from Mosul and 2 from Bahshieka). 

Notwithstanding this small number of individuals their curves (fig. 5A 
and 5B) are also characteristic oE the Armeno~Khaldean group. as among 
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the men the greatest number is hyperbrachycephalic (87), among the 
women subbrachycephalic (84) . 

The Suriani or Aissori con si der themselves as the direct descendants 
of the ancient Assyrians. or, as we should rather say, as the descendants 
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Fig . SB. The cephalic indices of 43 female Suriani or Aissori from Mosul and 
2 from Bahshieka . 
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Fig . 5 A. The cephalic indic~s of 34 male Suriani or Aissori from M06ul. 3 

from Persia. 4 from Turkestan and I from Bahshieka. 
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of the chief group of the ancient Assyrian population. Linguistically the 
Assyrians were a Semi tic people (Iike the Jews). But as SPElSER remarks 
(I.c. 155) the ancient Assyrian was far from being a typical "Semite" in 
the same sense as the Arab is assumed to be. (SPEl SER apparently refers 
here to the Adnan Arab.) The sculptured representations reveal features 
that are usually associated with Armenoids. 

Our results quite agree with SPEISER's that although in contrary to the 
Caucasian speaking Armenians. Semitic speech is superimposed on the 
Assyrians, the physical features of the people have largely remained those 
of the older (Hurrian) inhabitants. 
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The same relations as with the Suriani are found with the Christian 
"Arabs" of Mosul. 

Unfortunately the number of male Ghrlstian Arabs (60) we measured gives no distinet 
curve. Although the most outstanding peak amongst them is the 83 peak. nevertheless 
it appears that the number of hyperbrachycephalics is larger than that of the sub
brachycephalics but they are spread over more peaks : one at 85--86. another at 88 and 
a ,third one at 90. 

The number of female Christian "Arabs" we measured is 122. all 
from Mosul. 

Arranged in a curve (fig. 6) they show two peaks. one at 87 and one 
at 84 . so that with them the same constituents occur as with the 
Armenians. Khaldeans and Suriani (the vast majority iE not all of whom 
are also Christians) , 
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And again, as with the Armenian and Suriani females, among the female 
Christian "Arabs" the 83-84 group, is also more pronounced than the 87 
group, although the hyperbrachycephalic peak is more developed here than 
with the females of the other groups mentioned above. 

The fact that these people may be called Chl'istian "Arabs", on account 
of their speaking Arabic while their physical characteristics point to a 
relation with the Aryan or Caucasian speaking Armeno-Khaldean group 
shows that in such a case little value can be attached to the linguistic 
distincNon. 

As far as concerns the origin of the additional 79- 81 (average 80) group among th,
Christian female Irakkians (also occurring with the males) we hestitate to make a 
statement. . We may recall that KAPPERS 1) also found an 80 index group with his 
Irakkians and fUI'ther with the population of Damascus and Palestine. He gave this 
group the special name of "desert border population". He discussed its possible relations 
with the Hebrews and Arnorites and the less likely origin of this index peak from mixture. 

In our next paper it will be shown that the relation in the cephalic index 
with the Moslim Arabs in Irak (as with those in Oman and Y emen) is 
different from those of the socalIed Christian "Arabs" mentioned in this 
con tribu tion . 

That the Christian "Arabs" from Mosul show a much greater affinity 
to the other groups mentioned here is probably due to the fact that those 
other groups are likewise mostly Christians and religious communities in 
the N ear East (as already emphasized by PARR) often have a deep racial 
root, a consequence a\so of the different matrimonial conditions with 
Christians and Moslims. 

I) Contributions to the Anthropology of the Near-East N°. II: The spread of the 
brachycephalic races, and N°. IV: The Semitic races. These Proceedings Vol. 33, 1930. 
and Vol. 34. 1931. 


